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Unassailable as an Adjective

Definitions of "Unassailable" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “unassailable” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Unable to be attacked, questioned, or defeated.
Without flaws or loopholes.
Impossible to assail.
Immune to attack; incapable of being tampered with.

Synonyms of "Unassailable" as an adjective (30 Words)

absolute Expressing finality with no implication of possible change.
An absolute guarantee to respect the nation s authority.

bulletproof Without flaws or loopholes.
Bulletproof vest.

certain Having or feeling no doubt or uncertainty confident and assured.
The exercise was causing him a certain amount of pain.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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conclusive
(of evidence or argument) having or likely to have the effect of proving a
case; decisive.
The findings were by no means conclusive.

impenetrable
(of matter) incapable of occupying the same space as other matter at the
same time.
Her expression was impenetrable.

impregnable (of a fortified position) unable to be captured or broken into.
An impregnable fortress.

incontestable Incapable of being contested or disputed.

incontrovertible Impossible to deny or disprove.
Incontrovertible proof of the defendant s innocence.

indisputable Not open to question; obviously true.
Indisputable evidence of a witness.

indubitable Too obvious to be doubted.
An indubitable truth.

invincible Too powerful to be defeated or overcome.
An invincible army.

inviolable Immune to attack; incapable of being tampered with.
The Polish German border was inviolable.

invulnerable Impossible to harm or damage.
Gunners raked the beach from invulnerable positions on the cliffs.

irrefutable Impossible to deny or disprove.
An irrefutable argument.

manifest Clearly revealed to the mind or the senses or judgment.
Manifest disapproval.

obvious Predictable and lacking in subtlety.
Obvious errors.

patent Made and marketed under a patent proprietary.
Patent milk powder.

positive Having a positive charge.
Adopt a positive outlook on life.

proven Demonstrated by evidence or argument to be true or existing.
A proven risk to health.

secure Free from danger or risk.
A secure unit for young offenders.

sound In good condition; free from defect or damage or decay.
A sound timber.

https://grammartop.com/invincible-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/manifest-synonyms
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strong Strong and sure.
They had established a strong and trusting relationship.

sure Having or feeling no doubt or uncertainty confident and assured.
I m sure I ve seen that dress before.

unattackable Immune to attack; incapable of being tampered with.

unconquerable (especially of a place, people, or emotion) not conquerable.
An unconquerable pride.

undeniable Not possible to deny.
It is an undeniable fact that some dogs are easier to train than others.

unquestionable Not able to be disputed or doubted.
His musicianship is unquestionable.

unshakable Without flaws or loopholes.

untouchable Forbidden to the touch.
In most museums such articles are untouchable.

watertight
Closely sealed, fastened, or fitted so that no water enters or passes
through.
A watertight compartment.

Usage Examples of "Unassailable" as an adjective

An unassailable lead.

Associations of "Unassailable" (30 Words)

assured Characterized by certainty or security.
An assured tenancy.

certain Having or feeling no doubt or uncertainty confident and assured.
It is certain that they were on the bus.

certitude Absolute certainty or conviction that something is the case.
The collapse of the old political certitudes in eastern Europe.

convinced Completely certain about something.
A convinced pacifist.

decided (of a person) having clear opinions; resolute.
The sunshine is a decided improvement.

demonstrable Necessarily or demonstrably true.
The demonstrable injustices of racism.

demonstrated Having been demonstrated or verified beyond doubt.

https://grammartop.com/sure-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/undeniable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/unquestionable-synonyms
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determinate Having exact and discernible limits or form.
Determinate variations in animals.

firmly With little possibility of movement; securely.
I firmly believe that we could do better.

foolproof Incapable of going wrong or being misused.
Foolproof this appliance.

impregnable Incapable of being overcome, challenged or refuted.
A massive and impregnable fortress.

inalienable Incapable of being repudiated or transferred to another.
The shareholders have the inalienable right to dismiss directors.

incontestable Not open to question; obviously true.

incontrovertible Necessarily or demonstrably true.
Incontrovertible proof.

indefeasible Not liable to being annulled or voided or undone.
An indefeasible claim to the title.

indisputable Not open to question; obviously true.
Indisputable evidence of a witness.

infrangible Unbreakable; inviolable.
An infrangible series.

invincible Too powerful to be defeated or overcome.
An invincible army.

inviolable Never to be broken, infringed, or dishonoured.
The Polish German border was inviolable.

inviolate Must be kept sacred.
An international memorial which must remain inviolate.

invulnerable Impossible to harm or damage.
No state in the region is now invulnerable to attack by another.

irrefutable Impossible to deny or disprove.
An irrefutable argument.

obvious Easily perceived by the senses or grasped by the mind.
Unemployment has been the most obvious cost of the recession.

sacrosanct Must be kept sacred.
The individual s right to work has been upheld as sacrosanct.

secure Not likely to fail or give way.
A secure telephone connection.

sure Having or feeling no doubt or uncertainty confident and assured.
Sure he ll come.

https://grammartop.com/firmly-synonyms
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unalienable Incapable of being repudiated or transferred to another.
Endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights.

unequivocal Clearly defined or formulated- R.B.Taney.
Unequivocal evidence.

unmistakable Not able to be mistaken for anything else; very distinctive.
The unmistakable sound of his laughter.

unshakable Without flaws or loopholes.

https://grammartop.com/unequivocal-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/unmistakable-synonyms

